
1. Introduction
The ionospheric dynamo region marks the transition from a collision-dominated plasma below approximately 
90 km to a nearly collisionless plasma above approximately 150 km. Across this transition region, ion/electron 
gyrofrequencies Ωi/e are of the same order as collision frequencies νin/en. Therefore, Pedersen and Hall conduc-
tivities maximize at these altitudes. Pedersen and Hall currents perpendicular to the magnetic field close the 
global magnetospheric field-aligned current system. Dynamic processes in the transition region can be forced 
either from “above” (plasma convection, in situ absorption of solar irradiance, auroral precipitation, etc.) or from 
“below” (upward-propagating waves from the lower atmosphere). Determining the actual forcing of specific 
effects in the transition region will help understanding the complex solar-terrestrial coupling processes.

One parameter to quantify the respective impact of atmospheric and solar effects are tidal neutral wind oscilla-
tions. The largest amplitudes can be expected for diurnal (24 hr period) and semidiurnal (12 hr period) variations. 
Upward-propagating atmospheric tides of both periods are mostly forced due to UV absorption by stratospheric 
ozone and infrared absorption by tropospheric water vapor. The classical tidal theory (Andrews et  al.,  1987; 
Lindzen, 1979; Oberheide et al., 2011) suggests the semidiurnal atmospheric tides to dominate at latitudes above 
approximately 45°. However, predominantly diurnal wind oscillation forced by EUV absorption at high altitudes 

Abstract At high-latitudes, diurnal and semidiurnal variations of temperature and neutral wind velocity 
can originate both in the lower atmosphere (UV or infrared absorption) and in the thermosphere-ionosphere 
(ion convection, EUV absorption). Determining the relative impact of different forcing mechanisms gives 
insight to the vertical coupling in the ionosphere. We analyze measurements from the incoherent scatter radar 
(ISR) facility operated by the EISCAT Scientific Association. They are complemented by meteor radar data 
and compared to global circulation models. The amplitudes and phases of tidal oscillations are determined 
by an adaptive spectral filter (ASF). Measurements indicate the existence of strong semidiurnal oscillations 
in a two-band structure at altitudes ≲110 and ≳130 km, respectively. Analysis of several model runs with 
different input settings suggest the upper band to be forced in situ while the lower band corresponds to 
upward-propagating tides from the lower atmosphere. This indicates the existence of an unexpectedly strong, in 
situ forcing mechanism for semidiurnal oscillations in the high-latitude thermosphere. It is shown that the actual 
transition of tides in the altitude region between 90 and 150 km is more complex than described so far.

Plain Language Summary Solar and atmospheric variability influence the ionosphere, causing 
critical impacts on satellite and ground-based infrastructure. Determining the dominant forcing mechanisms for 
ionosphere variability is important for prediction and mitigation of these threats. However, this is a challenging 
task due to the complexity of solar-terrestrial coupling processes. Tidal oscillations (mostly 12 and 24-hr 
periods) allow for a rough estimations of whether forcing from “above” or “below” dominates. The classical 
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high altitudes. We analyze data from two radar systems and three global ionosphere models and show that the 
altitude structure of tidal oscillations is in fact more complex than classically assumed.
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are expected to increase at high-latitudes (Straus et al., 1975). In the same region, the reconnection between the 
Earth's magnetic field and the interplanetary magnetic field leads to a large-scale plasma convection pattern (see 
e.g., Kelly, 2009). From the frame of reference of a local observer, this is perceived as 24-hr oscillation of ion 
velocities. This motion is transferred to the neutral particles via ion drag and frictional heating. It is classically 
assumed that there is a transition from dominant 12 hr to dominant 24 hr oscillation regimes at approximately 
110–120 km altitude (Andrews et al., 1987) which has also been observed (Nozawa et al., 2010). However, there 
has been evidence for nonnegligible semidiurnal oscillations as far up as approximately 250 km (Lee et al., 2018; 
Schunk & Nagy, 2009; Wu et al., 2017). Whether these 12 hr oscillations are forced by atmospheric tides prop-
agating up into the F-region or in situ generated oscillations remained an open question. One problem here is a 
general lack of continuous measurements in the region from 120 to 250 km.

We employ two well-established observation techniques to measure neutral wind velocities across the 
mesosphere-lower-thermosphere region: meteor radars and incoherent scatter radar (ISR). While meteor radars 
are restricted in altitude coverage by meteor trail occurrence, ISR can in principle cover the whole range from 
the mesopause well into the thermosphere. The actual altitude coverage, however, depends on the experiment 
mode and can therefore be limited. In this paper, we leverage the co-located Nordic Meteor Radar Network to 
validate the EISCAT neutral wind measurements. Based on the combined neutral wind data set, we estimated 
12 and 24 hr oscillations at altitudes between 80 and 142 km. It has to be considered that local measurements do 
not provide information on the zonal wave number to separate migrating (sun-synchronous) and nonmigrating 
modes. We analyze data from three global ionosphere models (GAIA, WACCM-X, and TIE-GCM) to overcome 
the limitations of measurements in latitude, longitude, and altitude. This allows to analyze global tidal modes and 
the variation of amplitudes with latitude. Additionally, it can be investigated how well the amplitude variation 
over the limited measurement range fits the general structure. Model runs with different geomagnetic, solar, and 
atmospheric input can be leveraged to compare the impact of the most important forcing mechanisms. Oscillation 
amplitudes are extracted by applying an adaptive spectral filter (ASF) technique (Stober et al., 2017).

The further structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the experimental setup and outlines the respective 
methods of neutral wind measurements and amplitude fitting. The ionosphere models and the specifics of the analyzed 
runs are briefly introduced in Section 3. Section 4 presents the results from the analysis of measurement data and 
highlights the most important findings. The analysis and findings from model data are shown in Section 5. Section 6 
summarizes the results from both observation and model data analyses and the paper is concluded in Section 7.

2. Instruments and Methods
2.1. EISCAT Ultra High Frequency Incoherent Scatter Radar

The EISCAT ultra high frequency (UHF) radar at Tromsø (69.6°N, 19.2°E) (Folkestad et al., 1983) is a power-
ful ISR with about 1.5–2 MW peak power on transmission operating at a frequency of 930 MHz. The system 
employs a dish with 32 m in diameter resulting in a beam width of about 0.7° corresponding to an antenna direc-
tive gain of approximately 48.1 dBi.

In this paper, we analyze UHF EISCAT observations collected during a campaign over more than 20 days in 
September 2005. This data set presents one of the longest continuous ISR measurements ever performed world-
wide. More details on the experiment, data gaps, and data quality throughout the campaign are presented in 
Nozawa et  al.  (2010). Here, we make use of the existing data base. The EISCAT UHF radar in Tromsø was 
operated in the beam swinging mode in which the radar rotates back and forth between four different pointing 
directions (south, south-east, field aligned, and vertical) (Collis, 1995). The dwell times at the four positions and 
the rotation times in between result in a total time resolution of approximately 6 min. From the line of sight ion 
velocities measured at each pointing direction, three dimensional ion velocity vectors can be derived by inverting 
the radial wind equation (Nygrén et al., 2011). The advantage of beam swinging measurements is that it does 
not require rotating the dishes of remote receiving cites to obtain vector velocities for several altitudes. However, 
beam swinging measurement are limited to E-region altitudes, where the four beams have not yet dispersed too 
far. Three-dimensional ion velocity vectors are calculated for seven altitude gates between 96 and 142 km. An 
additional gate was obtained with the remote receivers at Kiruna and Sodankylä which where pointed with a fixed 
elevation to intersect the vertical beam at approximately 300 km altitude. The ion velocity uncertainties originate 
from the incoherent scatter spectrum fit uncertainties propagated through the geometrical transformation.
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2.2. Neutral Wind Calculation From ISR Measurements

The procedure of calculating E-region neutral wind velocities u from incoherent scatter measurements was 
described in Brekke et  al.  (1973). It assumes a steady ion velocity vi due to an equilibrium of Lorentz and 
ion-neutral friction force. For sufficient altitude resolution, the direct solution of the steady state ion mobility 
equation can be applied (Rino et al., 1977)

𝐮𝐮 = 𝐯𝐯𝑖𝑖 −
Ω𝑖𝑖

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝐄𝐄 + 𝐯𝐯𝑖𝑖 × 𝐁𝐁) . (1)

Equation  1 requires knowledge of the magnetic field B, the ion gyrofrequency Ωi, the ion-neutral collision 
frequency νin, and the electric field E. As magnetic field, the international geomagnetic reference field (IGRF) 
(Barraclough, 1988) is employed. The ion gyrofrequency is calculated from the magnetic field strength and the 
mean ion mass mi = 30.5 amu. The electric field can be calculated at F-region region altitudes and assumed to 
be the same (geometrical effects aside) in the E-region (Brekke et al., 1973; Nozawa & Brekke, 1999; Nozawa 
et al., 2010). Since ion-neutral collisions can be neglected at higher altitudes, the F-region ion velocity vi,F is 
determined by E × B-drifts. The electric field is then calculated as 𝐴𝐴 𝐄𝐄 = − (𝐯𝐯𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 × 𝐁𝐁) where vi,F is obtained from 
the highest altitude channel at approximately 300 km. The atmospheric forcing from below strongly depends 
on the altitude dependent ion-neutral collision frequency νin. Commonly, collision frequencies are inferred 
from a model neutral atmosphere (e.g., MSIS Hedin, 1991) and a collision model which can be either empirical 
(Chapman, 1956) or analytical (Schunk & Walker,  1973). In this paper, we apply the NRLMSISE-00 model 
(Picone et al., 2002) and the empirical model for ion-neutral collision frequencies

𝜈𝜈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 2.6 ⋅ 10−9 ⋅ 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
[

cm
−3
]

⋅ 𝐴𝐴
−1∕2

[

s−1
]

 (2)

described in Chapman (1956); Kelly (2009), with neutral particle density nn and A = mi [amu]. However, the 
accuracy of any collision model at altitudes ≳120  km has to be considered carefully (Nozawa et  al.,  2010; 
Williams & Virdi, 1989). A direct measurement of the ion-neutral collision frequencies would be possible with 
the current EISCAT system due to its multifrequency capability with simultaneous operation of UHF and VHF 
radars (Grassmann, 1993; Nicolls et al., 2014). However, there were no multifrequency experiments scheduled 
during the investigated campaign. This could provide an option for further improvement in future investigations.

2.3. Meteor Radar

Since the derivation of neutral wind velocities from EISCAT measurements is not as well established, meteor 
radar measurements can be used as a reference at the lower boundary. In this paper, measurements from EISCAT 
and the Kiruna meteor radar will be merged to test the validity of the procedure described in the previous section. 
As an additional advantage, the total observed altitude range is extended significantly downwards.

Meteor radars have become a ubiquitous sensor capable of monitoring winds in the mesosphere and lower ther-
mosphere. These instruments observe small meteoroids, which are formed when extraterrestrial particles with a 
sufficient kinetic energy enter the Earth's atmosphere. Small meteoroids can penetrate deep into the atmosphere 
until they encounter a sufficiently dense region. The impinging atmospheric molecules and atoms decelerate 
and heat the particles to such an extend that the meteoric material is vaporized and atoms are released from the 
meteoroid. Due to the collisions with the ambient neutral atmosphere the released atoms are thermalized and 
form an ambipolar diffusing plasma trail, often called a meteor trail. This trail provides a coherent scatter target 
and allows to measure wind velocities since it drifts with the neutral winds. Specular meteor radars detect most 
of these trails at altitudes between 70 and 110 km. For a large enough number of meteor trails, horizontal wind 
velocities can be measured with an “all-sky”-fit (Hocking et al., 2001). This is usually done with a time resolution 
of 1 hr and 2 km altitude bins.

In Kiruna (67.9°N, 21.1°E), a meteor radar has been continuously operated since 1999 and therefore provides 
measurement for the time of the EISCAT campaign described above. Meteor radars have been used for the 
investigation of various types of waves in the upper atmosphere, including atmospheric tides, and provide a 
well-tested measurement method (Pokhotelov et al., 2018; Stober et al., 2021).
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2.4. Adaptive Spectral Filtering

The determination of tidal amplitudes and phases is done using the adaptive spectral filtering (ASF) technique 
(Stober et al., 2017). Thereby, the neutral wind data in zonal and meridional direction is separately fitted for a 
mean background wind and several periodic components. We apply two separate filters on measurement and 
model data. A local ASF is used to fit for 24, 12, and 8 hr oscillations in a combined neutral wind data set from 
ISR and meteor radar measurements. A global ASF is applied on model data which allows to obtain zonal wave-
numbers additionally to oscillation periods. The nomenclature of global tidal modes gives information on period 
(D: diurnal, S: semidiurnal), propagation direction (W: westward, E: eastward) as seen from an observer at a 
fixed geographic location on Earth and the zonal wavenumber k (Smith, 2012). While in principle the latter can 
take any integer value, we will restrict our analysis to 0 ≤ k ≤ 3 since the by far largest amplitudes are expected 
for the two sun-synchronous, migrating tidal modes DW1 and SW2 (Smith,  2012). Unless otherwise stated, 
amplitudes in this paper have been averaged over a sliding window of 1 day length. The ASF has shown to be a 
robust frequency analysis method for unequally spaced data (spatially and temporal). The technique is also reli-
able for higher relative uncertainties of the fitted data since it takes these uncertainties into account. Due to the 
fitting of phases, the propagation of nonstationary processes (phase drifts over time) can be estimated similar to 
holographic analysis (Stober et al., 2020). The robustness of the fitting for short-time windows enables a good 
resolution of the day-to-day variability of amplitudes compared to other methods. The ASF has been successfully 
extended and applied to fit for global tidal modes (Baumgarten & Stober, 2019; Stober et al., 2020).

3. Models
3.1. Ground-To-Topside Model of Atmosphere and Ionosphere for Aeronomy

The Ground-to-Topside Model of Atmosphere and Ionosphere for Aeronomy (GAIA) is a global circulation model 
(GCM) giving neutral dynamics for all altitudes from the ground up to approximately 600 km (Jin et al., 2012). 
GAIA data has been compared and verified with experiment data from numerous different apparatuses for time 
spans up to several decades. The GAIA data set used for the analysis presented in Section 5 has been previously 
applied for long-term investigations in H. Liu et al.  (2017) and Stober et al.  (2021). We summarize the most 
important features and refer to these publications for more detailed information.

The atmosphere up to approximately 30  km altitude is constrained to the JRA-25/55 reanalysis (Kobayashi 
et al., 2015) using a nudging technique. The measurements used in the reanalysis are listed in Onogi et al. (2007). 
While the solar irradiance, and thereby EUV absorption, is parametrized with the F10.7 index, the geomagnetic 
activity is set to a constant value. Therefore, the cross polar potential is held at 30 kV for all model data, corre-
sponding to a moderate level of geomagnetic activity. The neutral wind components are provided on a grid with 
a resolution of 1° in latitude and 2.5° in longitude. The altitude resolution is 1/5 of the respective scale height at 
each altitude. The analysis presented in this paper has been conducted with preprocessed files giving the data in 
10 km altitude bins. The time resolution is 0.5 hr.

3.2. Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model Extension (SD)

The Community Earth System Model is a combination of models covering different parts of the Earth system 
(Hurrell et  al.,  2013). The Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model Extension WACCM-X (H.-L. Liu 
et al., 2018) is the part of the CESM describing the atmosphere from the ground up to ≳500 km. The data presented 
in this paper was generated with a Special Dynamics run WACCM-X(SD) (Gasperini et al., 2020) and previously 
used in Stober et al. (2021). Again, we only give a brief overview and refer to the mentioned publications.

The lower atmosphere is constrained up to approximately 50  km to NASA's reanalysis MERRA (Gelaro 
et al., 2017; Rienecker et al., 2011). Other than the analyzed GAIA run, WACCM-X(SD) does not set a fixed 
cross polar potential. The polar convection is calculated using the Heelis model (Heelis et al., 1982) and the 
geomagnetic activity is therefore parametrized by the Kp index. As proxy for EUV absorption, WACCM-X 
also utilizes the F10.7 index. The longitudinal resolution is 2.5° and values are given in 3 hr intervals. Since the 
model is evaluated on hydrostatic pressure levels, the altitude range extends from 992.5 hPa near the ground up 
to approximately 4 ⋅ 10 −10 hPa. The height resolution above approximately 50 km is 1/4 of the respective scale 
height. The corresponding geopotential altitudes are given for each time and position and extend roughly from the 
ground up to approximately 500 km. In the transition region, the geopotential height resolution varies between 1 
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and 5 km. The different parametrization of geomagnetic activity in the analyzed GAIA and WACCM-X runs are 
ideal to investigate its influence on neutral winds at different altitudes. However, since both models extend to the 
ground and are restrained to reanalysis of meteorological data (Stober et al., 2021), it is not feasible to separate 
the impacts of atmospheric forcing in these models.

3.3. Thermosphere Ionosphere Electrodynamic General Circulation Model

The Thermosphere Ionosphere Electrodynamic General Circulation Model (TIE-GCM) (Richmond et al., 1992) 
is a standalone ionosphere model and also part of the Coupled Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere 
Model (Qian et al., 2014). The data presented in this paper was generated from several runs performed with the 
TIE-GCM Model Version 2.0.

In contrast to the two models described above, TIE-GCM does not extend down to the ground, but applies a lower 
boundary condition at approximately 99 km altitude. The horizontal neutral winds and neutral temperatures at the 
boundary are specified by input files. These quantities include the monthly averaged amplitudes and phases of 
diurnal and semidiurnal tides which are by default given by the Global Scale Wave Model (GSWM) (Hagan & 
Forbes, 2002, 2003). For the present paper, the GSWM boundary data has been modified to give the tidal measure-
ments from the Kiruna meteor radar for the investigated time. Performing separate runs with empirical tidal input 
and with zero tidal input allows to assess the impact of atmospheric dynamics and the forcing from below. Same as 
for WACCM-X, the Heelis model is applied to obtain the cross polar potentials and geomagnetic activity is para-
metrized according to the Heelis parametrization (Heelis et al., 1982). While per default solar irradiance is para-
metrized by the F10.7 index, we conduct an additional run with a fixed F10.7 index of 70 to identify the impact 
of EUV absorption. TIE-GCM gives output data on a 2.5° × 2.5° grid with a time resolution of 1 hr. Furthermore, 
TIE-GCM data is provided on logarithmic altitude coordinates (atmospheric ln pressure coordinate) 𝐴𝐴 ln

(

𝑝𝑝0

𝑝𝑝

)

 for 
the pressure p at a certain altitude. The reference pressure p0 = 5 ⋅ 10 −5 hPa corresponds roughly to approximately 
225 km altitude and the atmospheric ln pressure coordinate ranges from −6.875 to 7.125 in 0.25 increments. This 
corresponds to a resolution of 1/4 in scale height units. The geopotential altitude ranges from approximately 96 to 
590 km with a resolution that steadily increases from approximately 2 to 18 km with increasing height.

4. Experiment Data
This section will give an overview on the results from analysis of experimental data obtained with the instruments 
presented in Section 2.

4.1. Neutral Wind

As described in Section 2.1, the four line of sight ion velocities measured where geometrically transformed to a 
geographic reference frame. From those, the steady state ion equation was applied to obtain neutral wind vectors. 
Figure 1 shows the calculated neutral winds in zonal and meridional directions for the measurement channel at 
115 km altitude.

Error bars shown in Figure 1 are calculated from the ion velocity measurement uncertainties by propagation of uncer-
tainty through the whole procedure described in Section 2.2. Uncertainties of the ion-neutral collision frequency, 
which can have a major impact (Williams & Virdi, 1989), are not shown. While the relative uncertainties at altitudes 
≳110 km are reasonably small (≤40%), they tend to increase with decreasing altitudes (≤70%). The lower electron 
density results in smaller signal-to-noise ratios and consequently leads to increased statistical uncertainties in the 
derived incoherent scatter spectrum parameters. Neutral wind velocities calculated from EISCAT measurements 
at low altitudes should therefore be treated carefully when looking at absolute values. The determination of tidal 
oscillation amplitudes is still possible with reasonable accuracy due to the robustness of the ASF technique (see 
Section 2.4). The strong outliers at single timepoints (around day 19) and data gaps (around day 21) visible in 
Figure 1 are most likely caused by problems with the radar system and can also be handled by the ASF method.

The diurnal and semidiurnal amplitudes are determined separately for each altitude level. Figure 2 shows the 
amplitudes of tidal oscillations measured by the Kiruna meteor radar (80 km ≤ h ≤ 104 km) and the EISCAT 
UHF in Tromsø (96 km ≤ h ≤ 142 km). To see possible correlations, indices for geomagnetic activity and solar 
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irradiance during the time of the measurement campaign are also shown in Figure 2. The geomagnetic activity is 
quantified by the Kp index since it is often used to parametrize polar plasma convection. The F10.7 index is used 
to quantify solar activity and EUV absorption.

Figure 2 shows the merged amplitudes of both systems and includes the transition altitude between both instru-
ments at about 100 km. Additionally, the graphic indicates the presence of a data gap around September 21st for 
the EISCAT observations, whereas the meteor radar wind time series remains uninterrupted during the entire 
period. To compare the measurements in the overlap region, the wind velocities caused by tidal oscillations are 
calculated from the fitted amplitudes and phases. The tidal winds averaged across the coverage overlap of both 
instruments show moderate correlation (R = 0.54). It should be noted that the overlap is at the edge of cover-

Figure 1. Neutral winds at 115 km altitude in zonal (left) and meridional (right) direction measured with the EISCAT radar. 
The uncertainty has been determined from the measurement uncertainty by means of Gaussian error propagation.

Figure 2. Top: the amplitudes of diurnal (left) and semidiurnal (right) oscillations in zonal (top) and meridional (bottom) 
direction during September 2005. Data from EISCAT and meteor radar are merged together. Bottom: the geomagnetic 
activity (Kp index, left) and the solar irradiance (F10.7 index, right) during the measurement time.
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age of both systems where the respective uncertainties are increased. There-
fore deviations of ISR and meteor radar measurements have to be expected. 
Considering these mitigating circumstances, the EISCAT neutral winds 
calculated with the procedure from Section 2.2 are validated.

While the amplitudes of both tidal modes generally increase with altitude, it 
can be seen that there are differences regarding altitudinal structure and time 
variability.

The next step is the determination of the dominant tidal mode at each time 
and altitude. Therefore, the amplitude ratio of semidiurnal to diurnal oscilla-
tions is calculated and shown in Figure 3.

The ratio of zonal amplitudes A12u/A24u in the upper plot of Figure  3 
corresponds very much to what is expected from the classical tidal picture 
(Lindzen,  1979). Semidiurnal variations are predominant up to altitudes 
of approximately 110–120 km. Above that, diurnal oscillations have larger 
amplitudes most of the time. Meridional tidal amplitudes, on the other 
hand, show a distinctly different altitude structure. While the transition from 
predominant semidiurnal to diurnal tide also takes place at and around 110 km 
altitude, there is an upper band of strong semidiurnal oscillations especially 
during the first half of September. This apparent weakening of the upper 12 hr 

band around equinox is an important feature since atmospherically forced semidiurnal tides have been shown to 
undergo such an autumn transition (Pedatella et al., 2021). Whether this upper band is generated in situ or forced 
by some atmospheric tidal mode that propagates unusually far up remains to be investigated in more detail.

4.2. Phase Progression Analysis

As described, the ASF technique also allows to extract the phase of tidal oscillations which can be used to distin-
guish propagating and evanescent tidal modes. The time of maximum should be steadily shifted with altitude 
for an upward-propagating oscillation, showing as a swift change of phase. An evanescent tidal mode would 
result in a constant phase with altitude. A rapid transition from steadily shifted to constant phase would therefore 
suggest  a transition of forcing mechanism. However, the phase of a propagating mode also asymptotes toward a 
constant value at higher altitudes which makes the distinction nontrivial. Figure 4 shows the phase of diurnal and 
semidiurnal oscillations obtained from ASF analysis of the combined EISCAT and meteor radar data set. Altitude 
profiles of the semidiurnal tide phases at an example time are shown as well.

The phases of diurnal and semidiurnal oscillations in Figure 4 show a complex mixing of tidal modes, since 
migrating and nonmigrating modes cannot be distinguished from local measurements. However, while there is 
a lot of dynamics in the tidal phases throughout the month, the classically expected structure can be seen when 
looking at the median over the entire measurement time. The median altitude profiles of semidiurnal phases in 
the zonal and meridional wind are shown in the bottom left corner of Figure 4. The phases show a steady shift in 
the time of maximum up to altitudes of approximately 110–120 km. Above that, the phase progression seems to 
stop or even reverse. This transition can be seen more clearly at specifically chosen timepoints, one of which is 
shown in the bottom right corner of Figure 4. The transition to a nearly constant phase seems to happen rapidly, 
especially in the meridional winds, indicating a transition from propagating to in situ tidal modes. However, due 
to the aforementioned asymptoting of the phases of propagating tidal modes, in situ generation of the high altitude 
semidiurnal oscillations cannot be conclusively confirmed from the altitude-phase plot alone.

4.3. High Altitude ion Velocities

E-region neutral winds are inferred from the ion velocity observations of EISCAT. The ion velocities at approxi-
mately 300 km altitude allow to estimate the convection electric field required in Equation 1. If 12 hr oscillations 
of the neutral wind are forced by plasma convection at high altitudes, ion velocities at 300 km altitude should also 
exhibit significant semidiurnal amplitudes. Diurnal and semidiurnal amplitudes are determined by the same ASF 
applied on the neutral wind data and shown in Figure 5.

Figure 3. Ratio of semidiurnal to diurnal amplitudes in zonal (top) and 
meridional (bottom) neutral winds. The meridional component shows a 
two-band structure of dominant semidiurnal oscillations.
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The ion velocity oscillation amplitudes in Figure 5 show a general trend similar to the geomagnetic activity 
index plotted in Figure 2. The polar plasma convection is expected to be perceived as a diurnal oscillation of ion 
velocity by a local observer. Consequently, diurnal amplitudes are clearly larger than semidiurnal amplitudes. 
However, there are significant 12 hr oscillation amplitudes sometimes even exceeding 50% of the 24 hr ampli-
tudes. A possible explanation for a perceived semidiurnal periodicity of the polar plasma convection might be an 
irregular shaped convection pattern.

The semidiurnal component of the polar plasma convection provides one possible interpretation for the neutral 
wind tidal oscillations shown in Figure  3. However, this cannot be definitely determined from the available 

Figure 4. Top: phases of diurnal and semidiurnal oscillations obtained from a combined EISCAT and meteor radar neutral 
wind data set. Bottom: altitude profiles of 12 hr tide phases as median over the whole measurement time (left) and at an 
exemplary time (right).

Figure 5. Diurnal (left) and semidiurnal (right) amplitudes in the ion velocities from the F-region altitude channel measured 
with EISCAT.
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measurement data. Global ionosphere models can give additional insight in longitudinal wavenumbers of the 
observed tidal modes. Also, a possible variation of oscillation amplitude with latitude could be determined from 
model data. Such a variation would be expected in case the forcing mechanism is a high-latitude effect like polar 
plasma convection.

5. Model Data
This section will give an overview on the results from analysis of global simulation data with the models presented 
in Section 3.

5.1. Neutral Wind

GCMs provide neutral wind velocities on a global longitude and latitude grid. The model data is analyzed for the 
period from day 200–320 (19 July to 16 November) of the year 2005. The plots in this section are restricted to 
the days of the EISCAT measurement campaign to allow a direct comparison of the dynamics over these days. 
However, since the main interest of this work is to investigate the altitudinal structure of tidal oscillations, an 
altitude range from 80 to 300 km will be shown. The neutral wind velocities are analyzed at two latitudes, one 
of them corresponding to the measurement position in Tromsø, the other one for comparison at mid-latitudes 
(44°N). The GCM longitudinal resolution is 2.5° in all models.

As described in Section 1, the model data is not only fitted for the time period of neutral wind oscillations but 
also for zonal wave numbers 0 ≤ k ≤ 3 by the ASF. The amplitudes of each tidal mode were evaluated at 20°E 
longitude to ensure that a comparison with the observations is meaningful. As expected, the clearly dominating 
tidal modes for both diurnal and semidiurnal oscillations are the sun-synchronous migrating modes DW1 and 
SW2. Therefore, we only present the obtained amplitudes for these modes. To investigate the impact of forcing 
from below, TIE-GCM runs with different lower boundaries are compared. A third TIE-GCM run with constant 
low solar input is conducted to show the impact of EUV absorption.

5.1.1. Impact of Geomagnetic Activity (GAIA and WACCM-X(SD))

As described in Section  3, the analyzed GAIA run applies a constant cross polar potential, corresponding 
to a low geomagnetic activity. The impact of geomagnetic activity will be determined by comparison to the 
WACCM-X(SD) run, for which plasma convection was parametrized with the Kp index. Additionally, we compare 
tidal amplitudes for both models at high and mid-latitudes to show the impact of high-latitude effects. Figure 6 
shows the amplitudes of DW1 and SW2 oscillations obtained from GAIA and WACCM-X(SD) data evaluated at 
the Tromsø geographical position. To ensure comparability between data from model runs with different forcing 
or evaluated at different latitudes, the color scale is kept the same for all view graphs.

Semidiurnal amplitudes of zonal and meridional wind component show a pronounced maximum at or slightly 
above approximately 100 km altitude in both models. According to classical tidal theory, this is associated with 
upward-propagating atmospheric tides. The amplitude of vertically propagating tides is supposed to show an 
exponential growth up to the altitude at which molecular dissipation damps it, presumably somewhere between 
100 and 130 km (Truskowski et al., 2014). At higher altitudes, the amplitude depends on the region and strength 
of in situ forcing mechanisms. At higher altitudes ≳130 km, there are distinct differences between the two models 
and also between zonal and meridional wind component. GAIA shows an upper band of strong semidiurnal ampli-
tudes but only in the meridional and not in the zonal component. This asymmetry between zonal and meridional 
component agrees well with what has been detected in the EISCAT data (see Figure 3). The WACCM-X(SD) 
run also shows more than one region of strong 12 hr oscillations, though the altitude structure of this regions 
is more complicated than in the GAIA run. Also, the asymmetry between zonal and meridional component is 
not as pronounced as in GAIA. This might both be caused by the parametrization of geomagnetic activity and 
consequently different size, shape, and intensity of the plasma convection pattern. This can also be seen in the 
diurnal oscillation amplitudes where both models show large amplitudes in the meridional component at high 
altitudes. However, WACCM-X(SD) gives larger amplitudes and there are major differences between the models 
with regard to the zonal component.

It can be seen that both models give a complex structuring of SW2 oscillations, especially the existence of large 
amplitudes at high altitudes. Though there are distinct differences between both models, these might be caused 
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by the different parametrization of geomagnetic activity. A forcing of both DW1 and SW2 oscillations by polar 
plasma convection seems to provide a possible explanation of the observed results. However, other in situ forcing 
mechanisms need to be considered as well as the possibility that atmospheric tides interact with the in situ forced 
modes.

Polar plasma convection only impacts the high-latitude region and therefore any convection forced oscillations 
would not be present at mid- or low-latitudes. Evaluating model tidal amplitudes at mid-latitudes therefore allows 
to narrow down the possible forcing mechanisms. Figure 7 shows the amplitudes of the same tidal oscillation 
modes as Figure 6 but at 44°N latitude.

The diurnal amplitudes in zonal and meridional neutral winds are decreased in both models at all altitudes. There 
clearly is a strong high-latitude forcing mechanism of tidal oscillations at high altitudes. However, GAIA and 
WACCM-X(SD) show significantly different structures of diurnal oscillations.

The SW2 oscillation maximum at approximately 110 km associated with upward-propagating tides is also visible 
at mid-latitudes, providing confidence to our previous interpretation. The SW2 amplitudes at high altitudes, on 
the other hand, are significantly reduced. This suggests that there is a strong forcing mechanism of high altitude 
SW2 oscillations at high-latitudes. However, it also shows that there is likely not only one single forcing mecha-
nism. The complex structuring of tidal oscillations at high altitudes is therefore presumably caused by the varying 
forcing strength and interference of several mechanisms. However, the main interest of this paper is to determine 
the mechanism causing the large amplitudes of high altitude SW2 oscillations at high-latitudes. While the strong 
12 hr oscillations of EISCAT ion velocities at high altitudes as well as the asymmetry of zonal and meridional 
wind component seem to indicate polar plasma convection as one possible mechanism, the impact of propagating 
atmospheric and EUV-forced tides might be just as large.

Figure 6. Comparison of GAIA (top) and WACCM-X(SD) (bottom) amplitudes of the DW1 (left) and SW2 (right) tidal modes at high-latitudes (70°N).
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5.1.2. Impact of Atmospheric Forcing (TIE-GCM)

Comprehensive models such as GAIA and WACCM-X involve complex processes, which have to be para-
metrized posing challenges to conduct and investigate more isolated processes. TIE-GCM offers the possibility 
to investigate the ionosphere and thermosphere by applying a well-defined lower boundary condition describing 
the middle atmospheric forcing. Figure 8 shows the results of two different model runs, one performed using 
an empirical input for tidal oscillations at 99 km and one with tidal amplitudes set to zero at the boundary. The 
dominance of sun-synchronous tidal modes is found in TIE-GCM as well and the dynamics of DW1 oscillations 
is similar to what has been found in the WACCM-X(SD) data. Therefore, further investigations are restricted 
to SW2 oscillations for the TIE-GCM model runs. As in the previous section, tidal amplitudes are evaluated at 
high- and mid-latitude.

At high-latitudes, the TIE-GCM run with empirical tidal forcing exhibits a similar SW2 amplitude structure as the 
ones shown in Figure 6 from GAIA and WACCM-X(SD). This run indicates a two band structure accompanied 
by a transition of the upper band around the autumn equinox. From the radar phase measurements in Figure 4 we 
assumed that the lower band is forced by upward-propagating tide, which is confirmed by the TIE-GCM run with 
zero tidal input at the boundary. In this run, shown on the right side of Figure 8, the lower band mostly vanishes, 
whereas the upper band appears to be not affected. This seems to exclude lower atmospheric forcing as origin of 
the upper SW2 band structure. At mid-latitudes, we obtain a similar picture as already found in Figure 7, showing 
a notably reduced SW2 amplitude at high altitudes and a nearly unaffected amplitude at lower altitudes. Most 
interestingly here, the high altitude SW2 oscillations seem to be partly forced by the propagating tides from the 
middle atmosphere since they are significantly reduced in the run with zero tidal forcing at the lower boundary. 
So while there clearly is strong in situ forcing of SW2 oscillations, upward-propagating atmospheric tides cannot 

Figure 7. Comparison of GAIA (top) and WACCM-X(SD) (bottom) amplitudes of the DW1 (left) and SW2 (right) tidal modes at mid-latitudes (44°N).
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be completely neglected. Especially the interference of in situ and propagating modes is likely a reason for the 
complex structure of tidal oscillations. As for the in situ forcing mechanism, it should be noted that tidal oscil-
lations forced by EUV absorption above the lower boundary are still present in TIE-GCM. The impact of EUV 
absorption is studied with an additional TIE-GCM run.

5.1.3. Impact of EUV Absorption

A TIE-GCM run with fixed daily F10.7 = 70 and 81-day-averaged F10.7a = 70 as EUV-proxy has been conducted. 
In comparison with the actual F10.7 values in Figure 2 it can be seen that this corresponds to low EUV irradi-
ance. As tidal input at the boundary, the same settings as for the run shown on the left side of Figure 8 have 
been applied. Figure 9 shows the SW2 oscillation amplitudes obtained from this new run, as before evaluated at 
high-  and mid-latitudes.

It can be seen in Figure 9 that with a fixed, low EUV irradiance, the high altitude oscillation amplitudes are 
significantly reduced. Especially between the 10th and 15th of September, where the actual F10.7 index 
maximized (see Figure 2), there is a visible reduction of tidal amplitudes at ≳180 km altitude, both at high- and 
mid-latitudes. As expected from theory (Straus et al., 1975), the tidal amplitudes from EUV forcing seem to be 
larger at high-latitudes. It has to be considered that even for low F10.7 values there still is a gradient in EUV 
absorption between day and night side. Therefore tidal oscillations forced by EUV absorption are still present 
with reduced amplitude. The extension of the upper SW2 band to altitudes ≲180 km seems to remain the same 
for low EUV absorption. Also, there still is considerable dynamics of the high altitude oscillations. This makes a 
second in situ forcing mechanism, like polar plasma convection, a more likely explanation than the reduced and 
constant amplitudes due to EUV absorption gradients.

Figure 8. Amplitudes of SW2 tidal oscillation from the TIE-GCM model at high- (up) and mid-latitudes (bottom). Presented are two separate runs with imposed (left) 
and zero (right) atmospheric tidal input.
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5.2. Phase Progression Analysis

As discussed in Section 4.2, propagating and evanescent tidal modes can be distinguished, to some extent, by 
means of phase progression analysis. Semidiurnal oscillations observed in EISCAT data below 120 km have been 
identified to correspond to upward-propagating atmospheric tides (Nozawa et al., 2010) (see also Section 4.2). To 
extend the altitude coverage into the F-layer at mid- and polar-latitudes, the phases of tidal oscillations in global 
models have been analyzed. Figure 10 shows the time of maximum of the SW2 tidal mode in the meridional 
winds extracted from GAIA and WACCM-X(SD) at 70°N latitude. To emphasize the autumn transition seen in 
the oscillation amplitudes, the whole range of model data from day 200 to day 320 is shown here. We also show 
the vertical phase profile of 12 hr oscillations as given by GSWM for September, where only upward-propagating 
and no in situ forced tides are included.

GAIA and WACCM-X(SD) show a steady phase progression at low altitudes and nearly constant phase at higher 
altitudes. Other than that, the SW2 phase is distinctly different in both models. However, the different forcings 
like gravity wave parametrization, reanalysis and cross polar potential can in principle all cause differences in 
phases between the two models. A nearly constant phase at high altitudes could be found for a propagating mode 

Figure 9. SW2 oscillations from a separate TIE-GCM run with fixed F10.7 and F10.7a values. Amplitudes are shown at high- (left) and mid-latitudes (right).

Figure 10. Top: Phases of the SW2 tidal mode in GAIA (left) and WACCM-X(SD) (right) at high-latitudes. Bottom: Phases 
of the 12 hr tide in zonal (left) and meridional (right) winds from GSWM at 69°N in September.
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that asymptotes to constant phase as well as an evanescent tidal mode. This can be partly studied with the GSWM, 
since it does not include any in situ forcing. Consequently the GSWM phases show a steady phase progres-
sion similar to what is found at ≲120 km in measurements (see Figure 4). A slight deceleration of the phase 
progres sion can be seen at the highest GSWM altitudes (approximately 124 km) but no rapid transition as it has 
been found in Figure 4. This indicates that the phase transition found in measurements and models is caused by 
in situ forcing. However, it should be noted that GSWM phase gradients have been found to deviate notably from 
measurements at high-latitudes (Manson et al., 2002) and should therefore be considered with caution.

While the constant phase at high altitude is not a definite proof, it fits the previous conclusion that the lower SW2 
band is caused by upward-propagating atmospheric tides and the upper SW2 band is in situ forced. Whether prop-
agating and evanescent tidal modes are completely separated by altitude or overlap and interfere cannot be deter-
mined definitely. However, the sudden transition around equinox (DOY 265) that is visible in the phases, especially 
from GAIA data at high-latitudes, could be caused by interference of several tidal modes. Since it is known that 
atmospheric SW2 tides undergo a transition at that time of year (Pedatella et al., 2021), the interference of atmos-
pheric and in situ tidal oscillations might be responsible for the observed autumn transition at high altitudes. Differ-
ent in situ forced tidal modes cannot be separated from looking at the phases and the interaction of tidal modes can 
only be presumed. However, phase progression analysis is a helpful technique to quantify the respective influence 
of geomagnetic and atmospheric forces and to identify the altitude where the dominant processes change.

5.3. High Altitude ion Velocities

To see whether the polar plasma convection in the models also shows a relevant 12 hr oscillation component (as 
did the EISCAT measurements, see Section 4.3), the oscillation amplitudes of ion velocities at approximately 
300 km altitude are calculated. Considering that GAIA uses a constant cross-polar potential, it is expected that 
plasma convection ion velocities should indicate increased discrepancies compared to the ISR observations. 
WACCM-X(SD) and TIE-GCM include the Kp index to parametrize geomagnetic activity and the general trend 
of ion velocity oscillations should therefore resemble the measurements in Figure 5. Figure 11 shows diurnal 
and semidiurnal oscillation amplitudes of the ion velocity at 300 km altitude from GAIA, WACCM-X(SD), and 
TIE-GCM.

Figure 11. Diurnal (top) and semidiurnal (bottom) high altitude ion velocity amplitudes from GAIA, WACCM-X(SD), and TIE-GCM (left to right).
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It can be seen that the diurnal oscillation amplitudes are dominant and show a similar trend in TIE-GCM and 
WACCM-X(SD) which also resembles the trend found in the measurements. Semidiurnal oscillations also have 
significant amplitudes and tentatively also correlate with geomagnetic activity. It can be concluded that semidi-
urnal oscillations at high altitudes are forced by the same plasma convection as diurnal oscillations. GAIA ion 
velocity amplitudes are similar to WACCM-X(SD) and TIE-GCM amplitudes at low activity times and show 
little variability. The ion velocity oscillations of WACCM-X(SD) and TIE-GCM are highly similar in amplitudes 
and dynamics.

6. Summary
Oscillation amplitudes in ISR and meteor radar neutral wind measurements showed a distinctly different behavior 
in zonal and meridional direction. While the ratio of 12–24 hr oscillation amplitudes in zonal neutral winds fits 
well into the classical expectations, meridional neutral wind show a more complex structure. Meridional wind 
measurements showed a region of strong semidiurnal oscillations at ≳130 km additionally to the expected large 
12 hr amplitudes at ≲110 km. To determine the origin of these high altitude semidiurnal oscillations, runs from 
three ionosphere GCMs have been analyzed.

All three models also showed a multi-band structure with strong 12 hr oscillations at high altitudes in the merid-
ional neutral wind component. The asymmetry between zonal and meridional component was also found in all 
model runs. There were distinct differences between the models regarding dynamics and structure of the high 
altitude semidiurnal oscillations, presumably caused by different parametrizations of atmospheric, geomagnetic 
and solar inputs. However, interpretation of the obtained results is possible to some extent.

Comparison at different latitudes showed that the high altitude SW2 amplitudes are forced by a high-latitude 
effect. Tidal phases obtained from measurement and model data suggested these oscillations to be in situ forced 
rather than propagating upward from the middle atmosphere. Separate TIE-GCM runs with and without atmos-
pheric tidal input to the ionosphere confirmed this by showing that while the lower SW2 band depends on the 
atmospheric input, the upper SW2 band remained unaffected by it. An additional TIE-GCM run with fixed low 
solar irradiance showed that EUV absorption clearly contributes to forcing of 12 hr oscillations at high altitudes.

However, even for constant low EUV absorption, there are high altitude SW2 oscillations which show consid-
erable variability. Also, notably strong 12  hr oscillation amplitudes have been found in the ion velocities at 
approximately 300 km altitude in both measurements and models. This indicates a strong impact of polar plasma 
convection on semidiurnal tidal oscillations in the high-latitude thermosphere. In situ forcing of tidal oscillations 
in the high-latitude ionosphere at high altitudes seems to be the most likely interpretation for the obtained model 
and measurement results. It seems that both EUV absorption and ion convection contribute significantly to the 
tidal oscillation amplitudes. Whether one mechanism is dominant could not be finally determined.

7. Conclusions
It has been shown that it is possible to perform combined observations of neutral wind velocities with meteor 
radars and incoherent scatter radars. Such simultaneous observations are of major importance when studying the 
coupling of atmospheric phenomena into the ionosphere. Another methodological improvement in this paper is 
the first use of the ASF technique on EISCAT measurements. This technique permits to resolve the day-to-day 
variability of unevenly sampled time series and an improved handling of the measurement uncertainties which are 
highly relevant in the incoherent scatter process. This allowed to investigate a larger altitude range which revealed 
a previously not reported two band structure of strong semidiurnal oscillations in meridional neutral winds. Tidal 
oscillations at higher altitudes are presumably in situ forced. Both polar plasma convection and EUV absorption 
are shown to be strong forcing mechanism at high-latitudes. However, propagating atmospheric tides might play 
an important role as well under specific conditions. The interference of several tidal modes from different origins 
might then result in the observed complex vertical structuring of tidal oscillations.

Future work should target a more detailed investigation of different in situ forcing mechanisms. The latitudinal 
propagation of in situ forced tidal modes could give insight on the forcing mechanism. Ideally, the tidal modes 
forced by plasma convection and EUV absorption can be separated and their interaction studied. This would 
require more long-time ISR measurement campaigns as they might become possible with the upcoming EISCAT 
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3D system. As for modeling, plasma convection models need to be investigated and compared with respect to the 
size and shape of the convection pattern.

Data Availability Statement
The model and measurement data used in this paper as well as the input files for the conducted TIE-GCM runs 
can be found under https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6817130 (Günzkofer et  al.,  2022a). The data analysis and 
plotting software in the version used for this publication (Version 1) can be found under https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.7072141 (Günzkofer et al., 2022b). All files are available under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International license. In case of further questions about the data or the analysis software please contact the corre-
sponding author.
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